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Once upon a time, Nora and Soren made a fateful deal-if he
gave her everything, she would give him forever. The time has
finally come to keep their promises. Out of money and out of
options after her year-long exile, Eleanor Schreiber agrees to
join forces with Kingsley Edge, the king of kink. After her first
taste of power as a Dominant, Eleanor buries her old submissive
self and transforms into Mistress Nora, the Red Queen. With the
help of a mysterious young man with a job even more illicit than
her own, Nora squares off against a cunning rival in her quest to
become the most respected, the most feared Dominatrix in the
Underground. While new lovers and the sweet taste of freedom
intoxicate Nora, she is tempted time and time again by Soren,
her only love and the one man who refuses to bow to her. But
when Soren accepts a new church assignment in a dangerous
country, she must make an agonizing choice-will the queen keep
her throne and let her lover go, or trade in her crown for...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am just
happy to explain how this is the very best ebook i actually have read within my individual existence and could be he
finest book for ever.
-- Cydney Ha nd-- Cydney Ha nd

Excellent e-book and useful one. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time period. Once you begin to read the
book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pa squa le K locko-- Pa squa le K locko
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